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Enveloped viruses such as HIV-1 are surrounded by a membrane
and enter into host cells via fusion of the viral membrane with the
target cell membrane.1,2 Fusion is mediated by envelope proteins
in the viral membrane which contain apolar fusion peptide (FP)
domains that interact with the target cell membrane and play a key
role in membrane fusion.3 For the HIV-1 virus, the FP is the∼20
N-terminal amino acids of the gp41 envelope protein, and peptides
composed of the FP sequence induce fusion between large
unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) or between red blood cells.4 There are
similar mutation/fusion activity relationships for peptide-induced
fusion and virus-induced fusion which suggests that the peptide
by itself is a useful model system to understand some aspects of
viral/target cell fusion.3,5 There are also high-resolution structures
of the gp41 “soluble ectodomain” which begins∼10 residues
C-terminal of the FP.2 Although the apolar FP is not part of the
soluble ectodomain, the structures show trimeric oligomerization
with the three N-termini in close proximity. These data suggest
that during viral/target cell fusion, gp41 is trimeric with the
C-termini of three FPs close together. In an effort to mimic the
biologically relevant topology in a peptide model system, we have
synthesized and functionally characterized a fusion peptide trimer
(FPtr) whose three FP strands are chemically bonded at their
C-termini. To assess the significance of the oligomeric topology
and of trimerization, comparative measurements were made for
monomeric (FPmn) and cross-linked dimeric (FPdm) peptides. The
amino acid sequences of all of the peptides are displayed in Figure
1A. In addition to the native FP sequence, the peptides contain
lysines in their C-terminal regions to improve aqueous solubilities
and tryptophans as 280 nm chromophores.6 One strand of FPtr also
has a C-terminalâ-alanine because it was included in the com-
mercial low-substitution resin used in the synthesis.

FPdm was synthesized by cross-linking two monocysteine
peptides.7 Trimer synthesis had previously been attempted by cross-
linking dicysteine and monocysteine peptides in 1:4 ratio, but as
would be expected from statistics, this approach gave very high
yield of dimer and very low (∼1%) yield of trimer. In the present
study, the trimer was synthesized with a lysine side chain scaffold
and gave∼6% (0.6µmol) purified yield. Fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl
(Fmoc)-based solid-phase methods were used, and the trimer
backbone was initially formed with two sequential couplings of
N-R-Fmoc-N-ε-4-methyltrityl-L-lysine (Fmoc-Lys(Mtt)) followed
by a coupling withN-R-Fmoc-N-ε-tert-butoxycarbonyl-L-lysine.
Prior to the second and third couplings, the Mtt group on the lysine
side chain was removed with 1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in
dichloromethane.8 The rest of the trimer was then synthesized using
standard Fmoc peptide chemistry followed by cleavage from the
resin with 80% TFA and purification with reversed-phase HPLC.

One goal of the present study is correlation of the different
numbers of strands in FPmn, FPdm, and FPtr with their respective
fusion activities. In fusion assays, FPs bind to membranes from
aqueous solution, and the correlation of fusogenicity with numbers
of strands could be confounded by prior self-association of FPs in
aqueous solution, as has been commonly observed with other FP
constructs.7,9 Figure 1B displays analytical ultracentrifugation data
for the present study’s constructs at concentrations comparable to
those of functional assay stock solutions. The fitted masses in
solution are close to the masses of nonself-associated FPs. To our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a homologous series
of nonself-associated FPmn, FPdm, and FPtr constructs.

The fusion activities of the different constructs were assessed
using a fluorescence assay which probed FP-induced mixing of
lipids between different LUVs.10 Lipid mixing represents one of
the steps in viral/target cell membrane fusion. Mixing was probed
with LUVs of two different lipid compositions: (1) PC/PG-POPC
and POPG in a 4:1 mol ratio; and (2) LM3-POPC, POPE, POPS,
PI, sphingomyelin, and cholesterol in a 10:5:2:2:1:10 mol ratio.
PC/PG has been a common composition used in studies of FPs,
and LM3 reflects the approximate lipid headgroup and cholesterol
composition of membranes of host cells of the virus.11 In addition,
solid-state NMR structural measurements are consistent with
predominant helical conformation for PC/PG-associated FPs and
with predominantâ-strand conformation for LM3-associated FPs.
For example, the Phe-813C carbonyl shift for FPtr is∼178 ppm in
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Figure 1. (A) FP constructs and (B) sedimentation equilibrium analytical
ultracentrifugation data and fitting. The buffer solution was 5 mM HEPES
pH 7 and the FPmn, FPdm, and FPtr concentrations were∼100, 40, and
25 µM, respectively. The fitted FPmn, FPdm, and FPtr masses in solution
are 3000, 5700, and 11000 g/mol, respectively, and are close to the actual
nonassociated peptide masses of 3080, 6364, and 9274 g/mol.
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PC/PG and∼173 ppm in LM3, which are consistent with helical
andâ-strand conformations, respectively.12 The NMR samples were
prepared under conditions similar to the fusion assays, and there
was approximately quantitative binding of the FPs to membranes
in these samples.

Figure 2 displays stopped-flow fluorescence data for FP-induced
lipid mixing. In the assays, [FPmn]) 2[FPdm]) 3[FPtr], and the
strand concentration was constant among the different constructs.
The long-time changes in fluorescence are ordered∆Fmn < ∆Fdm

< ∆Ftr, which suggests that the oligomeric constructs induce more
vesicle fusion than FPmn. Because an increased fusion rate is likely
the most important FP effect in viral/target cell fusion, the kinetics
of the stopped-flow fluorescence data were analyzed to determine
the variation of fusion rate with FP construct. In a single data set,
the initial increase in fluorescence could be modeled by a dominant
fast exponential buildup, while at longer time, there was an
additional contribution from a slower buildup. The fast component
likely represents the lipid mixing induced by initial interaction of
FPs with membranes, and the values of its rate constant are listed
in Table 1. For both PC/PG and LM3 vesicles,ktr > kdm > kmn

with ktr ≈ 15kmn for PC/PG andktr ≈ 40kmn for LM3. Thus, there
is very significant correlation of the fusion rate with both the
oligomeric topology enforced by C-terminal cross-linking and with
the number of FP strands in the construct. Vesicle fusion does not
appear to be diffusion-limited, as thek values are at most several
percent of the vesicle collision rate.13

In an Arrhenius model,k ) A e-Ea/RT, and the variations in rate
constants would have contributions from differences in activation
energyEa and differences in preexponential factorA. To quantify
these contributions, assays and kinetic analyses were carried out
over a temperature range of 25-40 °C. As displayed in Table 1,
Arrhenius plots of the data yielded values ofEa and lnA for FP-
induced lipid mixing in PC/PG and LM3. The values ofEa and ln
A are similar for FPtr-induced fusion of either PC/PG or LM3
LUVs, and in PC/PG,Ea-tr < Ea-dm, Ea-mn, andAtr < Adm, Amn.
Thus, the changes inEa andA appear to have competing effects on
the magnitude ofk. The entropy of activation∆Sq at 37 °C was
approximately calculated with the transition-state theory expression
∆Sq ) R[ln(Ah/kBT) - 2] where R, h, and kB are the standard

physical constants.14 It is not yet clear why∆Sq < 0 for all
constructs and why∆Str

q < ∆Sdm
q, ∆Smn

q.
In summary, enforcement of the trimeric biological FP strand

topology by cross-linking reducesEa and increases the fusion rate
by a factor of 15-40. The effect is observed both for PC/PG and
for LM3 fusion in which the membrane-associated FPs have
dominant helical andâ-strand conformations, respectively. For
FPdm or FPtr in either conformation, one reason for the fusogenic
enhancement may be placement of the apolar N-terminal regions
of strands on one end of the oligomer and placement of the more
polar C-terminal regions of strands on the other end of the oligomer.
FPtr likely has the largest apolar volume which may correlate with
the greatest membrane disruption and fusion rate for this construct.
Fusion may also be enhanced by the larger localized free energy
released upon membrane binding of multiple FP strands in FPdm
and FPtr. We note that enhanced fusion has also been observed
with influenza protein constructs which likely contain FPs in the
biologically relevant trimeric topology.15

Because it is possible to obtain FPtr in∼0.5 µmol quantities
and because it has negligible self-association in aqueous solution,
it should be possible to study its structural and motional properties
in aqueous, detergent, and membrane environments with a variety
of biophysical methods. These studies should provide further insight
into its enhanced fusion rate. The synthetic approach should also
be applicable to fusion peptides from other viruses and perhaps to
other membrane-associated peptides derived from proteins of known
oligomeric stoichiometry.
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Figure 2. Stopped-flow fluorescence data for FP-induced lipid mixing in
(A) PC/PG and (B) LM3 vesicles at 37°C and [total lipid] ) 150 µM,
[FPmn] ) 1.5 µM, FPdm) 0.75 µM, and FPtr) 0.50 µM.

Table 1. Kinetic Parameters of FP-Induced Vesicle Fusiona

PC/PG LM3

FPmn FPdm FPtr FPmn FPdm FPtr

k (10-3 s-1) 13 63 190 11 76 430
Ea (kJ/mol) 54(7) 48(3) 27(1) n.d. n.d. 33(2)
ln A 17(3) 16(1) 9(1) n.d. n.d. 12(1)
∆Sq (J/mol-K) -120 -130 -190 n.d. n.d. -160

a The listedk and ∆Sq values are at 37°C. Eachk value has(20%
uncertainty, and the fitting uncertainties inEa and ln A are given in
parentheses. n.d.≡ not determined because of significant uncertainties in
Arrhenius fitting parameters (see Supporting Information).
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